
FRIDAY PROGRAM – STARTS AT SUNDOWN (Approx 7:45pm) 
 

SHORTS 
*The Nurse / MN, Horror, 22 min – (Director: John Barnes) Jane, an unstable ex-nurse, goes on 
a killing spree after her emotions get the best of her. Cast: John Barnes, Paul Brown, Bronson 
French. 
 
Dinner and a Show / CA, Comedy, 16 min – (Director: Lindsay Stidham) synopsis Cast: Stephanie 
Allyne, Derrick Denicola, John Ennis. 
 
Casefile 293610 / SD, Mystery, 12 min – (Director: Dominic Wieneke) After the discovery of a 
violent crime scene, two detectives interrogate a femme fatale.  Cast: Amanda Pitzer, Lando 
Anderson, Kevin Kunkel. 
 
Killer / NY, Comedy, 20 min - (Director: Matt Kazman) When Dusty masturbates for the first 
time, something bad happens...  Cast: Hale Lytle, Michael Barbieri, Jack Scott  
 
FEATURES 
Adopted (Season 1) / CA, Comedy web-series, 60 min – A young couple's lives are changed 
when an unexpected addition to their household shows them the true meaning of family. Cast: 
Jeffrey Larson, Erika Solsten, Caleb McAlpin. 
 
DeathRot / SD, Horror, 1h 52min – (Director: Dominic Wieneke) A heavy metal band are on tour 
when their bus breaks down in a remote area. They encounter a God worshiping family who 
fund their church by selling meat for profit - human meat. Cast: Lena Howe, Jason Yapp, Jason 
Hegg. 
 
Lord of Tears / The UK, Horror, 1h 40min – (Director: Lawrie Brewster) Lord of Tears tells the 
story of James Findlay, a school teacher plagued by recurring nightmares of a mysterious and 
unsettling entity. Suspecting that his visions are linked to a dark incident in his past, James 
returns to his childhood home, a notorious mansion in the Scottish Highlands, where he 
uncovers the disturbing truth behind his dreams, and must fight to survive the brutal 
consequences of his curiosity. Cast: David Schofield, Alexandra Nicole Hulme, Euan Douglas. 
 
 

SATURDAY PROGRAM – STARTS AT SUNDOWN (Approx 7:45pm) 
 
SHORTS 
One Less Stranger / CA, Drama, 2 min – (Director: Lindsay Stidham) Shot in one day for zero 
dollars on the subways of Los Angeles. Inspired by a Craigslist Missed Connection. Cast: Sean 
Patrick McGowan and Lindsay Stidham. 
 



The Box / CA, Drama, 4 min – (Director: Lindsay Stidham) The box tells the story of a 
metaphorical barrier between an everyday couple. Cast:Sean Patrick McGowan and Lindsay 
Stidham. 
 
Squeezebox / TX, Drama, 20 min – (Director: Sam Lerma) A musician's ominous dreams 
intersect with reality after he buys a mysterious box with an appetite. Cast: Nizhoni Begay, 
Pedro Castaneda, Sebastian de la Cruz. 
 
The Fawn Response / WA, Horror, 18 min – (Director: Wynter Rhys) Two serial killers meet over 
coffee because they have targeted the same victim by mistake. Cast: Dan Crisafulli, Kay 
Whitney, Hans Luther. 
 
FEATURES 
Pollywogs / MN, Comedy, 1h 19min – (Directors: T. Arthur Cottam, Karl Jacob) On the heels of a 
bitter breakup, 30 year old Dylan travels home to Minnesota for a family reunion where he runs 
into his childhood sweetheart. Having not seen each other for 18 years, since Sarah was taken 
by her parents to a religious compound, the unexpected encounter brings them back to an 
intimacy they forgot existed, and reveals what they will become. Cast: Karl Jacob, Kate Lyn 
Sheil, Jennifer Prediger. 
 
Fame Dogs / CA, Comedy, 1h 15min – (Director: Sylvia Batey Alcalá) When her ties to a grisly 
Hollywood suicide skyrocket her to fame, struggling actress Polly learns just how far she'll go to 
stay in the limelight - even if her dreams of stardom come with a body count. Cast: Sylvia Batey 
Alcalá, Christina Leone, Natalie Sutherland. 
 
The Barn / PA, Horror, 1h 36min – (Director: Justin M. Seaman) Its Halloween 1989, best friends 
Sam and Josh are trying to enjoy what's left of their final Devil's Night before graduating high 
school. But trouble arises when the two pals and a group of friends take a detour on their way 
to a rock concert, finding an old abandoned barn and awakening the evil inside. Now it's up to 
Sam and Josh to find a way to protect their friends and defeat the creatures that lurk within 
"The Barn.” Cast: Mitchell Musolino, Will Stout, Lexi Dripps. 
 
 
*= local film, shot in Luverne, MN 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3425029?ref_=tt_ov_dr
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3425029?ref_=tt_ov_dr

